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Abstract—In this paper, spatial-band pass filters consisting of frequency selective surfaces (FSSs) are designed in order to realize both the desired transfer function of the filter in the frequency domain and drastic size reduction. Each FSS is made of aperture elements and patch elements. In this design method, the shape of each FSS is designed by a genetic algorithm (GA) so that the resonant curve of each FSS fits to the resonant curve which can be obtained from an equivalent circuit approach. By locating these designed FSSs at the intervals of quarter wavelength a spatial band pass filter is realized. Furthermore, a technique which controls the frequency response of each FSS has been applied to reduce the longitudinal size of filter. By this technique the FSSs are located at the intervals which are much shorter than a quarter wavelength, keeping the desired transfer function. Through a designed example it is shown that the half longitudinal length of a typical spatial filter can be obtained without any additional structure. Magnetic type spectral domain dyadic Green’s functions are derived, and the characteristics of a spatial band-pass filter are calculated by means of the coupled magnetic filed integral equation which accurately takes higher order mode interactions. Derived linear matrix equations are solved using method of moment (MoM). The effectiveness of the proposed structure and its performance are verified and validated by designing and simulating an equal ripple spatial band pass filter at X-band.
1. INTRODUCTION

Frequency selective surfaces (FSSs) have significant importance, and they have been investigated in a variety of subjects such as electromagnetic filtering devices for reflector antenna systems, radomes, absorbers, artificial electromagnetic band-gap materials, spatial microwave and optical filters [1–4]. An FSS is a planar structure that is comprised of one or more metallic sheets, each backed by a thin dielectric slab. The overall frequency response of the structure, such as bandwidth, transfer function, and its dependence on the incident wave angle and polarization can be determined by the element type and geometry, substrate parameters and inter element spacing. By now different approaches have been taken to improve FSS performances such as the FSS of antenna-filter-antenna arrays [5], the FSS of aperture coupled micro-strip patches [6], high selectivity waveguide filters by using genetic algorithm designed FSSs [7]. In [8–10], band pass filters based on cascading substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) cavities have been designed.

In this paper, spatial band pass filters using FSSs are designed to realize desired transfer function in frequency domain. Each FSS is made of aperture-type elements and patch-type elements and its shape is obtained using GA to act as a resonator. By locating these designed FSSs at the intervals of quarter wavelength a spatial band pass filter is constructed. Furthermore a technique is used by which the FSSs are located at the intervals which are much shorter than a quarter wavelength, keeping the desired transfer function. To take the effect of higher order modes (evanescent mode), coupled set of magnetic field integral equations are derived which are solved by MoM using sub-domain basis functions. Numerical results obtained from the coupled integral equations technique (CIET) are compared to those from the HFSS [18] software to demonstrate the accuracy of the technique.

2. DESIGN PROCESS OF FSSS

2.1. GA Design

Figure 1 shows the proposed spatial band pass filter consisting of three dielectric backed FSSs. Dielectric backed FSSs work as resonators and quarter wavelength distances \( \ell_1 = \ell_2 = \lambda_0/4 \) act as invertors in which \( \lambda_0 \) is the free space wavelength. The proposed structure is a two dimensional periodic structure. The FSSs are assumed to be infinitesimally thin and each FSS is backed by a dielectric layer of distinct relative electric permittivity and a given thickness. To design a spatial band pass filter one can calculate an LC prototype resonant
transmission characteristic of each FSS by using the equivalent circuit approach. Fig. 2 shows a band pass filter consisting of \( N \) parallel resonators and \( N+1 \) admittance invertors. The value of admittance invertors and the elements of resonators can be obtained according to the type of filter transfer function, center frequency and the band width of the filter.

Now, we want to model the proposed spatial filter shown in Fig. 1 as a band pass filter shown in Fig. 2. For this purpose after obtaining LC prototype resonant response of each FSS, the shape of FSS can be designed by dividing its unit cell area into \( P \times Q \) subsections and using GA \([11, 12]\). The FSS geometry is represented in terms of 1s and 0s in the GA. 1s and 0s correspond to the nonmetal and metal parts of FSSs respectively. Here based on the symmetry excitation requirements (incident plane wave) it is assumed that the shape of each FSS in the unit cell is symmetric respect to horizontal and vertical
axes of the unit cell. Consequently GA operates only on one quarter region of unit cell cross section. Now the shape of each resonator can be obtained by GA so that the characteristic of the GA-generated FSS can be fitted on that of an LC prototype resonant curve according to the equivalent circuit model. The fitness function is defined here as

\[
\text{fitness} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N_S} | S_{21}^{\text{MoM}} (f_i) - S_{21}^{\text{LC}} (f_i) |^2 + \sum_{i=1}^{N_P} | S_{21}^{\text{MoM}} (f_i) - S_{21}^{\text{LC}} (f_i) |^2}{N_S + N_P}}
\]

where \(N_S\) is the number of frequency samples at around resonant point (full transmission point), and \(N_P\) is the number of frequency samples at stop band, on the both sides of resonant point. \(S_{21}^{\text{MoM}} (f_i)\) and \(S_{21}^{\text{LC}} (f_i)\) are transmission coefficient of each single FSS calculated by moment method and \(LC\) equivalent circuit model, both at frequency sample \(f_i\), respectively. After designing each FSS resonator by GA and locating them at the intervals of length \(\ell_1 = \ell_2 = \lambda_0/4\), an incident plane wave approximation design is finished. Here the loss of conductors and dielectrics has not been considered for simplicity of design process.

### 2.2. Coupled Integral Equation Technique Formulation

Consider the unit cell of proposed spatial band pass filter shown in Fig. 3(a) consisting of three dielectric backed FSSs. Relative permittivity of dielectric layers is \(\varepsilon_{r1}, \varepsilon_{r2}\) and \(\varepsilon_{r3}\) with thickness \(d_1, d_2\) and \(d_3\) respectively. In general, the walls of unit cell are periodic but when this structure excited by an incident plane wave, \(\vec{E} = \hat{a}_y E_0 e^{-j\beta z}\) according to the symmetrical conditions, walls which are located at \(x = 0, x = -d_x\) and \(y = 0, y = -d_y\) can be replaced by perfect magnetic conducting (PMC) and perfect electric conducting (PEC) respectively. According to equivalence theorem Fig. 3(c) shows the equivalent structure for obtaining fields in varies regions.

Using the conventional spectral domain inmitance approach [14, 15] or by any other way one can drive the appropriate magnetic type dyadic Greens function in the spectral domain for these equivalent structures. The enforcement of continuity of transverse magnetic fields across the aperture parts of FSSs at \(z = 0, z = \ell_1\) and \(z = \ell_1 + \ell_2\) in the spatial domain, provides the interaction of all regions [16, 17]. By expressing the magnetic fields in term of their spectral green’s functions, then using traditional \(x\)- and \(y\)-directed piece-wise sinusoidal or roof-top basis and testing functions and applying Galerkin’s method one can obtain
Figure 3. Unit cell of the proposed spatial band pass filter consisting of three FSSs. (a) Three dimensional view. (b) Side view. (c) Equivalent structures for obtaining fields of the proposed structure shown in Fig. 1. (c-1) region $z < 0$, (c-2) region $0 < z < \ell_1$, (c-3) region $\ell_1 < z < \ell_1 + \ell_2$, (c-4) region $z > \ell_2$.

the following matrix equations:

$$A_1 C_1 + A_2 C_2 = U$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$A_3 C_1 + A_4 C_2 + A_5 C_3 = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$A_6 C_2 + A_7 C_3 = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Each matrix in (2)–(4) is made of (4) or (2) sub matrices. Entries
of these sub matrices are given in the appendix. It is notable that some of these matrices may be equal in symmetrical conditions, a fact which, is used to reduce the computational effort. Also it is worth noting that (2)–(4) follow a clear pattern which allows the number of FSSs to be varied relatively simple.

3. DESIGN EXAMPLE AND RESULTS

In this section, an example of proposed spatial band pass filter is designed and compared with HFSS results. The designed spatial band-pass filter has three FSSs which are located at the intervals of \( \ell_1 = \ell_2 = \frac{\lambda_0}{4} = 7.5 \text{ mm} \). FSSs are supported by small thickness dielectric sheets, \( d_1 = d_2 = d_3 = 0.4 \text{ mm} \) and relative electric permittivity of supported dielectric sheets is \( \varepsilon_r = 2.5 \). A 3-order Chebyshev type spatial band pass filter with center frequency \( f_0 = 10 \text{ GHz} \), the relative bandwidth 12 percent and equal ripples 0.2 dB have been designed. The unit cell dimensions \( d_x = d_y = 16 \text{ mm} \) is considered. One quarter of each unit cell of the FSS is divided into \( 12 \times 12 \) subsections. The GA evaluates \( S_{21} \) in frequency range of 9.4–10.6 GHz in pass band as well as 8–9.4 GHz and 10.6–12 GHz in each of the stop bands. The frequency sample points \( N_P \) and \( N_S \) are set to be 21 in the pass band, and 8 in each of the stop bands at both sides of pass band. GA populations are reproduced through the tournament selection function (tournament size 4), the single-point cross over with the rate \( P_C \) of 0.8, and the uniform mutation with the rate \( P_m \) of 0.02. The population size is chosen to be 50. Fig. 4 shows the designed FSSs geometries and the comparison between calculated and simulated transmission responses for each FSS. Fig. 5 shows the calculated and simulated transmission responses for designed spatial band pass filter. Fig. 6 shows transmission response of designed filter for some non normal incident plane wave. Comparison between the calculated and simulated results shows good agreement over the frequency range. The length of the filter is 15 mm.

4. SPATIAL FILTERS WITH CLOSELY SPACED FSSS

Based on technique that has been presented in [13], it is straightforward to design spatial filters using closely spaced FSSs. By this method one can design filters whose FSSs intervals are much shorter than a quarter wavelength without any additional structures. In this technique instead of using a quarter wavelength ideal invertors, we use FSS resonators which include a part of ideal FSSs [13]. In these reduced size structures in which FSSs are located closely, the effect of
higher order modes (evanescent mode) between adjacent FSSs must be considered and cannot be neglected. Therefore after designing of each FSS based on resonant-curve fitting separately based on equivalent circuit of closely spaced FSSs [13], we have to repeat optimization by calculating transmission characteristic of whole filter structure and using coupled-integral-equations technique (CIET).

The fitness function is the same as one defined in (1), except that at here $S_{21}^{MoM}(f_i)$ is transmission coefficient of overall filter which is calculated using CIET and MoM and $S_{21}^{LC}(f_i)$ is the transmission coefficient of desired filter which is calculated using prototype LC parameters, both at frequency sample $f_i$. GA initial population is set the one which have been obtained, based on resonant curve fitting.
Figure 5. Calculated and simulated transmission response for designed spatial band pass filter.

Since using of CIET is very time consuming though in which Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used, in these paper, we have assumed that all of the subsections of FSSs are aperture type initially, and then all of the magnetic currents in frequency samples have been calculated and stored in memory of computer. Finally according to the selected subsections of each FSS, the proper entries can be extracted from general stored matrices. In this approach, transmission and reflected coefficient of each FSS can be calculated from some general matrices which are obtained only once at each frequency sample. When the shape of FSS changes the related coupled integral equations can be extracted from these general matrices in a given frequency and there is not need to repeat all of computation process. By this method, the time needed for GA optimization reduced considerably.

5. REDUCED SIZE SPATIAL FILTER DESIGN EXAMPLE AND RESULTS

In this section, we design a compact spatial Chebyshev bandpass filter, of which the transfer function specification and the dimension of the unit cell are the same as the design example in Section 3. As an example this filter has been designed by three FSSs as resonators, which are supported by small thickness dielectric sheets, \( d_1 = d_2 = d_3 = 0.4 \text{ mm} \) and \( \ell_1 = \ell_2 = \lambda_0/8 = 3.75 \text{ mm} \), in which \( \lambda_0 \) is the free space wavelength. In this design, the frequency sample points and the GA optimization parameters are the same as the design example in Section 3. Relative electric permittivity of supported dielectric sheets is \( \varepsilon_r = 2.5 \). Fig. 7 shows the FSSs geometries obtained by the GA and
transmission characteristic of designed filter and simulated one. The LC prototype transmission characteristic, obtained from equivalent circuit model is also shown in this figure. Although any FSSs do not resonate at the center frequency \( f_0 \), the compact spatial filter using this FSSs provide the same transmission characteristic of the design filter with quarter wavelength inverters. Fig. 6 shows the designed FSSs geometries and the comparison between calculated and LC prototype transmission responses for each FSS. Fig. 8 shows Calculated and simulated transmission response for designed reduced-size spatial band pass filter. Fig. 9 shows transmission response of designed filter for some non normal incident plane wave. The longitudinal length of present filter is 7.5 mm, while that of the designed filter with quarter...
wavelength inverters is 15 mm. Comparison between the calculated and simulated results shows good agreement over the frequency range.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, two spatial band pass filters consisting of FSSs as resonators have been designed. Design process of such filters is basically based on equivalent circuit approach in which FSSs are located in the intervals of quarter wavelength. In this filters each FSS acts as a resonator and quarter wavelength sections act as invertors. The shape of each FSS is designed by a genetic algorithm so that the resonant curve of FSS can be fitted to that obtained from an equivalent circuit approach. In this method it is straight forward to design spatial filters with arbitrarily transfer function. Moreover, using size reduction technique spatial band pass filter, in which the FSSs are closely spaced, has been designed. As an example, a reduced size spatial band pass filter, having the same transmission response as the former design example, has been designed. The total longitudinal length of reduced size spatial bandpass filter becomes about half of the length of non-reduced size filter. It must be noted that in the proposed design method, normal incident wave has been considered. It is apparent that the response of spatial bandpass filter deteriorates as the angle of incidence separates from normal incidence. The numerical and simulated verification shows the usefulness of proposed spatial band pass filter and its design method.
APPENDIX A.

Quantities with a tilde (\(\sim\)) are Fourier transforms of corresponding quantities without tilde. \(\tilde{B}_x^k\) and \(\tilde{B}_y^k\) are the Fourier transform of \(x\)-directed and \(y\)-directed roof top or sinusoidal sub-domain basis functions respectively.

\[
A_i = \begin{bmatrix}
A_{i11} & A_{i12} \\
A_{i21} & A_{i22}
\end{bmatrix}, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, 7.
\]  \(\text{(A1)}\)

\[
C_i = \begin{bmatrix}
C_{ix} \\
C_{iy}
\end{bmatrix}, \quad i = 1, 2, 3.
\]  \(\text{(A2)}\)

\[
U = \begin{bmatrix}
U_{\text{inc}, x} \\
U_{\text{inc}, y}
\end{bmatrix}
\]  \(\text{(A3)}\)

\[
[A^1_{11}]_{k\ell} = \sum_{m=0}^{\infty} \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \tilde{B}_x^k \left( \tilde{G}_{xy}^1 + \tilde{G}_{xy}^2 \right) \tilde{B}_\ell^x,
\]

\[
[A^1_{12}]_{k\ell} = \sum_{m=0}^{\infty} \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \tilde{B}_x^k \left( \tilde{G}_{xy}^1 + \tilde{G}_{xy}^2 \right) \tilde{B}_\ell^y
\]  \(\text{(A4)}\)

\[
[A^1_{21}]_{k\ell} = [A^1_{12}]_{\ell k},
\]

\[
[A^1_{22}]_{k\ell} = \sum_{m=0}^{\infty} \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \tilde{B}_y^k \left( \tilde{G}_{xy}^1 + \tilde{G}_{xy}^2 \right) \tilde{B}_\ell^y
\]  \(\text{(A5)}\)

\[
A_3 = A_2
\]  \(\text{(A6)}\)

\[
[A^4_{11}]_{k\ell} = \sum_{m=0}^{\infty} \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \tilde{B}_x^k \left( \tilde{G}_{xy}^4 + \tilde{G}_{xy}^6 \right) \tilde{B}_\ell^x,
\]

\[
[A^4_{12}]_{k\ell} = \sum_{m=0}^{\infty} \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \tilde{B}_x^k \left( \tilde{G}_{xy}^4 + \tilde{G}_{xy}^6 \right) \tilde{B}_\ell^y
\]  \(\text{(A7)}\)

\[
[A^4_{21}]_{k\ell} = [A^4_{12}]_{\ell k},
\]

\[
[A^4_{22}]_{k\ell} = \sum_{m=0}^{\infty} \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \tilde{B}_y^k \left( \tilde{G}_{xy}^4 + \tilde{G}_{xy}^6 \right) \tilde{B}_\ell^y
\]
\[ \begin{align*}
\left[ A_{11}^5 \right]_{k\ell} &= \sum_{m=0}^{\infty} \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \tilde{B}_k^x \tilde{G}_{xx}^7 \tilde{B}_\ell^x, \\
\left[ A_{12}^5 \right]_{k\ell} &= \sum_{m=0}^{\infty} \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \tilde{B}_k^x \tilde{G}_{xy}^7 \tilde{B}_\ell^y,
\end{align*} \]  

(A8)

\[ A_6 = A_5 \]  

(A9)

\[ \begin{align*}
\left[ A_{11}^7 \right]_{k\ell} &= \sum_{m=0}^{\infty} \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \tilde{B}_k^x \left( \tilde{G}_{xy}^8 + \tilde{G}_{xy}^{10} \right) \tilde{B}_\ell^x, \\
\left[ A_{12}^7 \right]_{k\ell} &= \sum_{m=0}^{\infty} \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \tilde{B}_k^x \left( \tilde{G}_{xy}^8 + \tilde{G}_{xy}^{10} \right) \tilde{B}_\ell^y,
\end{align*} \]  

(A10)

\[ C_{ix} = \begin{bmatrix}
C_{i1}^x \\
C_{i2}^x \\
\vdots \\
C_{i,Nix}^x
\end{bmatrix}, \quad C_{iy} = \begin{bmatrix}
C_{i1}^y \\
C_{i2}^y \\
\vdots \\
C_{i,Niy}^y
\end{bmatrix}, \quad i = 1, 2, 3. \]  

(A11)

\[ \left[ U_{inc, x} \right]_k = 2Y_{a, TE}^{TM, 00} (ab)^{0.5} \tilde{B}_k^{1x}, \quad \left[ U_{inc, y} \right]_k = 0 \]  

(A12)

Where in (A1)–(A10), \( \tilde{G}_{ij} \) \((i, j = x, y)\) are the Fourier Transform of dyadic greens functions and defined as

\[ \tilde{G}_{xx}^i = Y^{ih} \sin^2 \theta + Y^{ie} \cos^2 \theta \]  

(A13)

\[ \tilde{G}_{xy}^i = \left( Y^{ih} - Y^{ie} \right) \sin \theta \cos \theta \]  

(A14)

\[ \tilde{G}_{yx}^i = \tilde{G}_{xy}^i \]  

(A15)

\[ \tilde{G}_{yy}^i = Y^{ih} \cos^2 \theta + Y^{ie} \sin^2 \theta \]  

(A16)

Where

\[ Y^{1e,h} = Y_a^{TM, TE} \]  

(A17)

\[ Y^{2e,h} = Y_{d1}^{TM, TE} Y_a^{TM, TE} + Y_{d1}^{TM, TE} \tanh (\gamma d_1 r_1) \tanh (\gamma a r_1) \]  

\[ Y_{d1}^{TM, TE} \tanh (\gamma a r_1) + Y_a^{TM, TE} \tanh (\gamma d_1 r_1) \]  

(A18)

\[ Y^{3e,h} = Y_a^{TM, TE} Y_{d1}^{TM, TE} \frac{1}{\cosh (\gamma d_1 r_1) \cosh (\gamma a r_1)} \]  

\[ \frac{Y_{d1}^{TM, TE} \tanh (\gamma a r_1) + Y_a^{TM, TE} \tanh (\gamma d_1 r_1)} {Y_{d1}^{TM, TE} \tanh (\gamma a r_1) + Y_a^{TM, TE} \tanh (\gamma d_1 r_1)} \]  

(A19)
\[ Y_{4e,h} = Y_{d1}^{TM,TE} Y_{a}^{TM,TE} + Y_{a}^{TM,TE} \frac{\tanh(\gamma_d d_1) \tanh(\gamma_a r_1)}{Y_{d1}^{TM,TE} \tanh(\gamma_d d_1) + Y_{d1}^{TM,TE} \tanh(\gamma_a r_1)} \] (A20)

\[ Y_{5e,h} = Y_{3e,h} \] (A21)

\[ Y_{6e,h} = Y_{d2}^{TM,TE} Y_{a}^{TM,TE} + Y_{a}^{TM,TE} \frac{\tanh(\gamma_d d_2) \tanh(\gamma_a r_2)}{Y_{d2}^{TM,TE} \tanh(\gamma_d d_2) + Y_{d2}^{TM,TE} \tanh(\gamma_a r_2)} \] (A22)

\[ Y_{7e,h} = Y_{d2}^{TM,TE} \frac{1}{\cosh(\gamma_d d_2) \cosh(\gamma_a r_2)} \frac{1}{Y_{d2}^{TM,TE} \tanh(\gamma_a r_2) + Y_{a}^{TM,TE} \tanh(\gamma_d d_2)} \] (A23)

\[ Y_{8e,h} = Y_{d2}^{TM,TE} Y_{a}^{TM,TE} + Y_{a}^{TM,TE} \frac{\tanh(\gamma_d d_2) \tanh(\gamma_a r_2)}{Y_{d2}^{TM,TE} \tanh(\gamma_d d_2) + Y_{d2}^{TM,TE} \tanh(\gamma_a r_2)} \] (A24)

\[ Y_{9e,h} = Y_{7e,h} \] (A25)

\[ Y_{10e,h} = Y_{d3}^{TM,TE} Y_{a}^{TM,TE} + Y_{a}^{TM,TE} \frac{\tanh(\gamma_d d_3)}{Y_{d3}^{TM,TE} + Y_{a}^{TM,TE} \tanh(\gamma_d d_3)} \] (A26)

where

\[ Y_{di}^{TE} = \frac{\gamma_{di}}{j \omega \mu_0}, \quad i = 1, 2, 3. \] (A27)

\[ Y_{di}^{TM} = \frac{j \omega \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_{ri}}{\gamma_{di}}, \quad i = 1, 2, 3. \] (A28)

\[ Y_{a}^{TE} = \frac{\gamma_a}{j \omega \mu_0} \] (A29)

\[ Y_{a}^{TM} = \frac{j \omega \varepsilon_0}{\gamma_a} \] (A30)

\[ \gamma_a = \sqrt{k_x^2 + k_y^2 - \omega^2 \mu_0 \varepsilon_0} \] (A31)

\[ \gamma_{di} = \sqrt{k_x^2 + k_y^2 - \omega^2 \mu_0 \varepsilon_{0ri}}, \quad i = 1, 2, 3. \] (A32)

\[ \sin \theta = k_x / (k_x^2 + k_y^2)^{0.5} \] (A33)

\[ \cos \theta = k_y / (k_x^2 + k_y^2)^{0.5} \] (A34)

\[ Y_{a}^{TE00} = Y_{a}^{TE} \big|_{m=0, n=0} \] (A35)
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